CHAPTER
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TEN

BLESSINGS

OF

WAR

WAS THE SHORTEST LEGISLATIVE SESSION

IT

in Saskatchewan's

brief

polit

history. On 15 September 1914, just weeks after Canada had been
plunged into war, Premier Walter Scott recalled the Saskatchewan legisical

deal with the emergency. "The time is extraordinary, the war is
extraordinary," the premier gravely intoned at the opening of the session. He
lature

to

I

that government members would be contributing 10 per cent
of their salaries to the Canadian Patriotic Fund, in addition to fifteen hun

then

reported

dred horses that the province was donating to the British cause. The leader
of the opposition graciously praised these efforts, while vowing not to stand
in the way of the Scott

government's prosecution of the war effort. In fact,
Liberals and Conservatives solemnly joined together to sing "God Save the
King" when the session ended ten days later. This spirit of participation,
sacrifice, and co-operation would be severely tested over the next four years.
Saskatchewan's large immigrant population found itself the target of vig
and escalating efforts to confirm and entrench the British character of
the province. The reform movement, meanwhile, deliberately used the
European conflict and the values of justice, liberty, and democracy associated
orous
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try

to
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remake Saskatchewan

society.

The Great War,

unite the nation. But

be called,
supposed
would have surmised at what cost.'
to

was

to

When Great Britain

went to war

no one

as

in

it

was soon

August

1914

against Germany, Austria-Hungary, Turkey,

automatically involved in the
conflict. The descent into war had come about with amazing speed, and the
readiness of Saskatchewan, let alone the country at large, is usually ques
tioned. Yet as one military historian has astutely observed, Canada was
probably never better prepared for war, but not for the kind of war that
and

Bulgaria

in

early August 1914,

would unfold in the

coming

Canada

was

weeks and months.' Reaction

to

the

news was

swift and spontaneous. Crowds gathered in downtown Regina, awaiting the
outcome of the British ultimatum, let out a roar, throwing their hats in the
air, when the announcement was made. In Saskatoon, an impromptu parade
of jubilant, nearly hysterical people marched through the streets waving
So many well-wishers turned out at
the railway station ten days later to say goodbye to the first batch of volun
teers that the men's
departure had to be delayed an hour to give them time to
Union Jacks and

singing patriotic songs.

board the train."

Military experts concluded that the war would be over by
Christmas and that Canadian troops were unlikely to see action. This predic
tion prompted one enterprising recruit to suggest that a quota be placed on
the

killing of German

soldiers

so

that there would be

enough

to

S
go around.

In retrospect, many would never have been so blindly enthusiastic if they had
known the war was going to last four long years."

Enlistment in the Canadian

prairie

west.

More than

Expeditionary

Force

was

strong

across

the

forty thousand, including seventy nursing sisters,

eventually volunteered at twenty provincial recruitment centres; nearly half
joined in Regina." The vast majority of the first recruits were recent British
immigrants, reflecting the numbers that had poured into the province over
the previous decade. Sixty-three of the first sixty-eight volunteers from the
Swift Current area, for example, were British-born." The story was the same
at other
recruiting stations. Kent-born Herb Baldwin had been working in
Prince Albert for three years as a plumber's assistant when he enlisted at the
start of the war at seventeen." Gus Lambert, a nineteen-year-old London
artist, had followed his twin brother, Tony, to a farming district outside
Saskatoon in 1913 and then followed him into service a year later. Harold
Baldwin from the English Midlands left his Rosetown homestead, with the
crop still in the field, as soon as he heard about the war and walked into the
Saskatoon armouries with a scruffy face and ragged harvest clothes, ready to
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sign

up. Not

could

turn

even

the fact that he

him away. "Here

was two

was an

inches below the

opportunity,"

regulation height

he recalled in his book

about his

experiences, Holding the Line, "to kill two birds with the same
stone-gratifY my love of adventure and serve the Empire at one and the
same time,"!? This idea of
helping the home country in its time of need was
echoed by other Britons at the time. The tug of patriotism, however, was
often cited to mask their failure at homesteading or inability to find steady
work, particularly during the stubborn recession that crippled the western
Canadian economy before the war. It has been estimated that one-fifth of the
Canadian Expeditionary Force fled long-term unemployment.
II

Saskatchewan

opportunity

to

youth

strike

expressed, albeit

in

a

were

blow

purple

attracted

against

by

the idealism of the

war

the evil Hun. This sentiment

prose, in the

University

and the
was

best

of Saskatchewan student

newspaper, The Sheaf The November 1914 edition spoke of the need "to help
hurl back
the iron-toothed menace of a pseudo-civilization, founded on
brute philosophy?" The war could not have come at a worse time for the
...

university, for it had just occupied its new facilities and was starting to enlarge
its program. The siren call of the war,

did several

however, proved

too

much for the

Irish-born

students; 330 enlisted,
faculty, including
Reginald
Bateman, the first professor of English to be hired by the university. "We hear
much, perhaps too much, at the present time of the horrors of war," an eager
Bateman lectured a Saskatoon audience on the eve of his departure. "I wish
as
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today to speak of its blessings the climax of human endeavour the only
adequate test of a nation's spiritual quality a purifier which purges the cor
ruption of a too-long-continued peace.?" Almost half (seventy-two) of the
male graduates of the university also served." Some volunteers were given a
nudge. The mother of an agriculture student complained to university presi
dent Walter Murray that her son had enlisted under duress. "They make you
...

...

...

feel like

two cents at the u if you don't enlist," he had told his mum." At first,
the university continued to offer its programs, but was forced to close the
College of Engineering for the 1916-17 academic year when the student body

enlisted

The universities of Alberta, Saskatchewan, and Manitoba
decided to form a special Western Universities Battalion, the

en masse.

eventually

driving forces was Chaplain E. H. Oliver, Saskatchewan's
first professor of history and creator of the University of Vi my Ridge, the first
196th.

One of its

battlefield university in France."
A much smaller, but no less noteworthy, group to enlist were Saskatchewan
First Nations. Initially, the Canadian government did not see the need to seek
Indian recruits and it is

not

months of the conflict. But

known how many volunteered during the first
the war deteriorated into a prolonged, bloody

as

stalemate, Indians were actively

encouraged to enlist. This call to arms contra

dicted decades of federal Indian policy aimed at persuading Indians to put
down their weapons and abandon their warrior past. Their reputation as

fighters now interested Canada's military commanders, and there was even talk
of a separate Indian unit. Recruitment agents shamelessly appealed to the
Indian warrior spirit, even presenting a magic-lantern show of war scenes on
the Red Pheasant reserve in February 1915. Some Indian agents also used their
influence to rid themselves of supposed troublemakers. Those who volun
teered generally did so because of their continuing affection for their treaty
partner, the British Crown, although many were also driven overseas by reserve
poverty or sought escape from residential schools. John Anderson and John
Fisher, two seventeen-year-olds, ran away from the school on Gordon's reserve
and enlisted in Regina in November 1916. Fifteen-year-old Moses Lavallee of
the File Hills Colony, on the other hand, seemed happy at school, but wanted
to use his
training in the brass band to become a bugler. He secretly enlisted in
Yorkton in December 1916 and told the agent of his whereabouts only after he
reached England. He never got his wish, though, to become a bugler. Because
of his skills with

a

rifle, Lavallee would become

one

of several Indian snipers

at

the front. The exact number of Saskatchewan Indian volunteers is uncertain
because of incomplete Indian agency records, but a recent study suggests that

approximately 400 western Canadian Aboriginal enlistees
were from the
province." Determining the names of Metis soldiers is even
more difficult because they were never identified as a distinct
group.
as

many

as

137 of the
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Large sporting events, like this baseball game at the new Cairns Field
during the Great War. SASKATOON PUBLIC LIBRARY LH2558

in Saskatoon,

I
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were

discontinued

British-born Saskatchewan recruits who had

some

previous training were

immediately funnelled into the Princess Patricia's Canadian Light Infantry
joined the front lines in January 1915. The Regina Pats junior hockey
club, founded in 1917, was named in honour of the regiment." Other
infantry units raised in Saskatchewan were either merged with larger groups
or broken
up overseas to provide replacements. The yznd Regiment, more
popularly known as the Prince Albert Volunteers, enlisted almost to a man
during the first week of the war, but sailed from Canada as part of the nth
Battalion. Similarly, the Moose Jaw-based ooth Rifle Company was sup
posed to be mobilized as part of the jrd Canadian contingent, but the men
and

were

when

added

to

other units. The

same

fate awaited the Saskatoon Fusiliers

famous and distinctly Saskatchewan
England.
group was the 46th Infantry Battalion, raised and headquartered in Moose
Jaw beginning in February 1915. The battalion drew recruits from throughout
southern Saskatchewan, including the university, but more than half were

they

reached

The

most

from the Moose Jaw area. It remained intact until the end of the war as part
of the Canadian 4th Division,
absorbing Saskatchewan reinforcements from
other dismantled battalions. 19 Some volunteers also served in Canada's fledg
such as seaman Edward Lavallee from the File Hills Colony. There
also Saskatchewan men in the British Royal Flying Corps. Lieutenant
Harold Hartney, a Saskatoon lawyer, transferred to the air force the same day
his platoon was sent to the front and annihilation in its first battle. Hartney

ling navy,
were

commander and was credited with six kills before being shot
Baron
von Richtofen, the famous Red Baron. Fortunately, he was
by
able to ditch his
plane safely behind Allied lines."
rose to

down

flight
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popular conception of the war in Saskatchewan showed little under
standing of the reality at the front. There was nothing romantic about trench
warfare, and if the men were on a crusade, it was against the perennially wet
feet, the never-ending mud, and the rats. "We are powerless to describe our
The

continual conflict with that mud," recounted Harold Baldwin. "It was every
where-in our eyes, our hair, our tents, our clothes, our grub; we often had
to

swallow it

as

well

as

wallow in it."21 Saskatchewan soldiers

distinguished

themselves in all the major battles of the Great War, but their success came at
a terrible cost. Baldwin and his new
pal, Bill Moore, who signed up at the

time, lost their left

in the

same

Albert, Herb, came close to
exploding shell; he died in Toronto in

2003

same

legs

battle. The other Baldwin from
death after being buried alive by an

Prince

the

at

105,

one

of the last survivors of

war.

Gus Lambert found himself posted

near

and visited him at least once during the
battle to take Vimy Ridge the following
in

recovering

English hospital

an

his twin brother,

Tony,

in France

of 1916. He entered the
spring, knowing that his brother was
after being wounded at the Somme. Gus
summer

wounded officer, he was shot in the
by sniper
April
family three days earlier,
eerily predicting his own death: "France a la mud, Dear People, In case ole
Fritz gets my number don't worry. After all I've had a good run out here
more than most of the
boys. Anyway, you're [sic] Tony here still and he'll get
a fair
note may read a bit
This
exchange!
straight-but when one has been so

was not so

head

lucky. Stopping

a

on 10

to

assist

a

1917. He had written his

near the finis so
many times he gets hardened. All luck and love, Your loving
son.'?" In 1969, when Tony's son contacted the Saskatchewan farm family
that Gus had worked for before the war, John Jaspar fondly wrote, "I can

remember crowding around him
watch him sketch.'?'
Gus

of

at

the table, with my brothers and sisters,

to

hundred Saskatchewan deaths on the
battlefield." Alex Decoteau, the Canadian Olympian from Red Pheasant
reserve and an Edmonton
policeman at the time of his enlistment, was killed
at Passchendaele in October 1917. Several other Indian soldiers, described as
was one

nearly forty-four

medically unfit, were sent home with
fering from tuberculosis picked up in
years of returning

the

Canada

receiving
while

leading

Memorial

their reserves."

lungs

Lyman (Hick) Abbott,

right winger for
hockey players in
a

widely regarded as one of the best
the time of his enlistment. He spent four years in France,
the Military Cross twice, before being killed by a sniper's bullet

Regina Vies,

western

to

from gas attacks or suf
the trenches; they died within a few
burnt

his

Cup

was

at

men

into action. In 1919,

for the best junior

Regina established

the Abbott

hockey team.

The toll among university recruits

was

sixty-six dead, including Professor
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Recent British

immigrants, Gus (left) and Tony Lambert,

sketched the Jaspars while working for the

Bateman, who served three
the last time

daughter
he

among the first to enlist. Gus

were

family before the

I 191

war. LAMBERT FAMILY

tours overseas, even

taking

a

reduction in rank

overwhelming sense of duty. Jean Murray, the
university president, remembered sitting on Bateman's lap as

to

of the

driven in

fulfil his

the front.

the train station

to

go back

She had sensed his "tension and fear."26 Bateman,

as

did many university
46th Infantry, which

was

soldiers, fought

quickly
ment

earned

in

months

some

a

crowded

as a

a

car to

member of Saskatchewan's

reputation

as

own

to

the "suicide battalion" because of its involve

of the bloodiest battles of the

war.

During

twenty-seven

the battlefield, the battalion sustained 4,917 casualties (1)433 dead,
3,484 wounded). This number is astounding since only 5,374 men served in
the unit. Fewer than 500 escaped without injury."
on

One of the

most

famous members of the

46th was Hugh Cairns,

a

British

192
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65th

the

at

start

Battalion but transferred

brother. The Saskatoon soldier first

working

was

to

of the

the

came to

as an

war.

eighteen-year-old

Cairns

46th, perhaps

went overseas

to

be with his

the attention of his superiors

at

Vimy Ridge April 1917 when he captured two German machine-gun em
placements and repelled repeated counterattacks despite being wounded by
in

shrapnel.

His

"conspicuous bravery"

earned him the

Distinguished

Conduct

Medal. Then, on I November 1918, a little more than a week before the armis
tice, Cairns and his unit encountered heavy fighting at Valenciennes. It is not

propelled him that day; it might have been the loss of his
only days earlier. General Arthur Currie, the Canadian commander
who was leading Canadian troops towards nearby Mons, described his actions
as
"superhuman." At the first sign of resistance, Cairns, now a sergeant,
grabbed a Lewis gun and ran firing recklessly towards the enemy position.
He charged two other machine-gun nests in the same ferocious fashion,
killing several Germans and taking prisoners. Later that same day, while
reconnoitering ahead at Marly, a wounded Cairns and three others chanced
upon sixty enemy soldiers in a yard. When the Canadians called on them to
known what

brother

surrender, a German officer shot Cairns in the stomach. In the melee that
followed, Cairns was wounded again and carried away, clinging to life, on a
door used

as

a

stretcher. He died the

next

day.

Cairns

was

posthumously

awarded the Victoria Cross, the sixth Saskatchewan and last Canadian sol
dier to receive the British Empire's highest military honour during the war.
At the

unveiling

of the Canadian

Vimy Memorial in France in 1936, the
awarded him the Legion of Honour, while the town of

French government
Valenciennes renamed
accorded
was

a

street

in his memory, the

non-commissioned officer of a

remembered in the

soccer

a

name

buddies also erected

of a

a statue

new

only

foreign army.

In

such tribute

ever

Saskatoon, Cairns

school and the local armouries. His

of Cairns in Kiwanis Park

to

honour local

athletes killed in action."
On the home front, community associations and organizations sought
patriotic work from the first days of the war. Indeed, for many women,

donating materials provided a chance to prove their patriot
to
help win the war. It also kept them busy while
waiting for news about loved ones overseas. There was no shortage of chari
ties requiring funds-from the Canadian Patriotic Fund, which supported
soldiers' families, to the Canadian Red Cross to the Belgian Relief Fund."
Women throughout the province, including those on reserves," got together
on a
regular basis for knitting and sewing bees or held social functions to
raising funds

or

ism and do their part

raise money, often under the umbrella of Homemakers' Clubs, which grew
from 90 to 190 in the province because of the demands of the war." The other
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Sergeant Hugh Cairns
Battalion
Cross

was

I
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of the 46th

awarded the Victoria

posthumously.
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group that became dominant in domestic

of the

With

war

work

was

the

Imperial

Order

Saskatchewan,

lODE
fifty chapters
Empire.
Daughters
members literally headed into battle on the home front. They had no qualms
about publicly challenging a man's failure to enlist and have been called "the
government's best recruiting agents."> They also raised vast sums of money
for the Red Cross and other patriotic funds through such creative events as
birthday teas where women were required to donate a penny for every year of
their age. And they opened and furnished soldiers' clubs where men in

training
these

or on

women

leave could

enjoy

excelled, though,

in

over

some

was

recreation and camaraderie. Where

in the

production
aid supplies.

of large

quantities of

The Admiral Sturdee
much-needed soldiers' comforts and first
of
in
for
made
socks, II sweaters, 8
727 pairs
Chapter Weyburn,
example,
muffiers, 300 shirts, and 6 dozen pairs of pajamas in 1918.33

During the early
provincial residents,

months of the

war,

turned

the German

against

the Saskatchewan

like many
After all, they

lODE,

population.

the enemy. Besides, in attacking things German, lODE women could
feel that they were participating directly in the war. "From this day until my

were

never

that

part of a national

boycott campaign, "I pledge myself
willingly
knowingly to buy an article made by the bloody hands
killed our boys."> This harassment of Germans marked a significant

death," they vowed

nor

as
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departure from the popular attitude towards them in early twentieth century
Saskatchewan, when they were valued immigrants to the new province. In
fact,

most overt

discrimination before the

war was

directed

at

visible minori

people like Indians, Blacks, and Asians. The Chinese were
persecuted. Moving east from British Columbia along the railway
ties,

prairies, they
where

settled in

they generally

especially
the

across

Swift Current, Moose Jaw, and Regina,
places
lived in segregated areas and ran laundries, restaurants,
such

as

and grocery stores. The Saskatchewan Chinese population numbered less
than one thousand in 19II,35 but they were still reviled as a "yellow peril," a

the moral fibre of white Canada and the sanctity of white women
in particular. Any white woman caught up in the clutches of a "Chink," it
was
imagined, would surely become a prostitute or opium addict. In 1908,
threat

to

Saskatchewan took the

vote

away from the Chinese. Four years

later,

in

response
mounting public prejudice, the Scott government introduced
"An Act to Prevent the Employment of Female Labour in Certain Capacities,"
which essentially forbade white women from working for an Oriental em
to

building owned or operated by
unprecedented piece of racial legislation in
was
soon
one
that
Canada,
challenged by Quong Wing, a Moose Jaw restau
rateur and naturalized Canadian who was fined for
employing two white
waitresses. Quong Wing decided to fight the legislation, first before the
ployer
an

or

visiting,

except as
Oriental person. It was

a

customer, any

an

Saskatchewan Court of Appeal in 1913 and then before the
Canada the
courts,

The

following year, but his conviction was
the two races should be kept separate."
coming of

the Great War added

a

new

Supreme Court of
upheld. According to the

menace

to

Saskatchewan

society-the enemy alien. According to the 19II census, Germans and
Austro-Hungarians constituted, after the British, the second (68,628) and
third (41,651) largest immigrant groups, respectively, in the province; taken
together, they made up nearly one-quarter of the population and were heav
ily represented in several farming districts and the city of Regina." While the
Germans were generally favoured as some of Saskatchewan's finest new citi
zens before the war, there had
always been doubts about the suitability of
the
from
immigrants
Austro-Hungarian Empire, particularly Ukrainians,
and their ability and willingness to assimilate to the British-Canadian way of
life. Elizabeth Mitchell, who toured the prairies in 1913, expressed this unease
when she asked, "Can Canada

English-speaking
The

...

afford

to

base herself on

bare

ignorant, non
living by unceasing labour?

peasantry, winning
of the last few years has been
a

an

...

and

really overwhelming
right.' The need for the
'Everything
moment is for a pause and time to think and
rearrange.':" Those who had
been worried that groups like Ukrainians would drag down Saskatchewan
immigration

cannot

be

met

with

a

careless

will

come
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society and destroy forever the British character of the province

now
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used the

to do something about them. As the
Swift Current Sun
for
"This
has
a
been brewing
smugly observed,
long time, but the war has
brought it to a head, and Anglo-Saxons to their senses.':"

war as

the justification

The

day the war started, Premier Scott called for public calm and restraint,
reminding Saskatchewan citizens that Germans and Ukrainians were their
neighbours. Undoubtedly, he was motivated in part by the fact that his gov
ernment
depended upon the immigrant vote for electoral support." But
Scott's assessment of the situation was supported by RNWMP surveillance
reports which found that western Canadians had absolutely nothing to fear
from these immigrants. Such assurances, however, did little to ease public
hysteria. M. Donaldson, the Winnipeg-based general manager of the Grand
Trunk Pacific Railway, for example, believed that the "foreign element" might
rise up

along the rail line in east-central Saskatchewan, in places like Melville,

and called for the

imposition of martial law before it was too late. What
fuelled this paranoia was the massing of unskilled Ukrainian workers in
western urban centres in the fall of 1914. Many of these men, in most cases
recent
immigrants, had been laid off from the railways and construction pro
jects during the pre-war recession and drifted into towns and cities in search
of work and relief. They were soon joined by hundreds more who had been
fired from their jobs for patriotic reasons. The presence of these destitute

Men at the front catch up with

news

from home. SASKATOON PUBLIC

LIBRARY LH5515
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more

western

public

and made the need

imperative."

The Robert Borden Conservative government initially resisted imple
menting any restrictive measures, but quickly realized that the growing

number of

impoverished immigrant

workers pouring into cities had

it could very well face civil unrest. Arthur
stopped
Borden's ablest ministers and a future Canadian prime

Meighen,

or

minister,

to

one

be
of

bluntly

summed up the problem: "The aliens were out of work and in that state were
a menace to the
cornmunity.?" Ottawa consequently responded to the crisis
in late October 1914 with

proclaimed

under the

an

enemy alien

provisions of the

registration and
new

internment

policy

War Measures Act. Germans

their immediate vicinity were required by
law to register and report monthly; those in rural areas were excluded because
they were not regarded as a problem. Failure to report, or any other breach
and Ukrainians

of the

living

in cities

such

regulations,

as

or

trying

to

leave Canada without

permission,

resulted in internment. Within weeks of the cabinet order, one of the first
acts of a new interventionist state, several hundred unemployed workers had
been detained

by

local registrars

or

rounded up

by

the

police

and

sent to

distant work camps. Eventually over eight thousand individuals, including a
handful of women and children, would be held in some two dozen camps
across

the country.

In implementing its internment policy, the federal government made a
clear distinction between enemy aliens from Germany and the Ausrro
Hungarian Empire. It regarded German nationals as a genuine security threat

and tried

to ensure

that

they

were

separately

confined in

jail-like settings.

Otherwise, German immigrants who had become naturalized Canadians
were

generally left alone.

It did

not

mean,

though,

that

they were

immune

to

especially after the stories of so-called German
Belgium
front-page news. The German torpedoing of
Lusitania
in
the ocean liner
May 1915 only intensified the calls for stiffer mea
sures. The Swift Current Sun claimed that "the German race has gone blood
mad," while Reverend A. E. Haydon told his Saskatoon congregation that the
struggle had now become a "Holy-War."43 Hostile gangs twice attacked the
offices of Der Courier, Regina's German newspaper."
Most German immigrants in Saskatchewan, including the German
speaking Mennonites, quietly went about their lives, contributing to the war
effort to prove their loyalty. But the strain often proved too much for many,
and they deliberately exchanged one nationality for another. According to
census data for the years 19II and 1921, the number of people in the three
prairie provinces who gave their birthplace as Germany fell from 18,696 to
13,343 during the ten-year period. Those born in Sweden, Norway, and
condemnation
atrocities in

or

abuse,

became
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Holland,
the

same

I 197

the other hand, increased from 33,826 to 38,925, or roughly by
amount as the German decline
during the same period." Several

on

Saskatchewan communities also

changed their names in response to the war.
dropped in favour of Leader, while Kaiser became

Prussia, for example, was
Peebles and Schultz was renamed Prelate."

only constituted the majority of the internees, but were
differently. These men had tackled heavy, manual jobs under
primitive, at times appalling, conditions for resource industries and the rail
ways before the war. It made perfect sense, from the Borden government's
point of view, to call upon them to perform the same kind of demanding
work during their detention. Frank Oliver, the former minister of the interior
and no fan of Ukrainian immigration in the past, objected to this policy,
insisting that the internees had committed no crime against the state. His
views were shared by William Martin, a Saskatchewan MP and future premier
of the province, who reminded the House of Commons, "I am
inclined to
look upon these people
as
being entitled to a certain amount of consider
Ukrainians

not

treated much

...

...

ation."47 But the Borden Conservatives
to

were not

going to

pass up the chance

work in isolated

put the men to
regions of the country.
of
the
Ukrainian
internees
from Saskatchewan, plucked from
Many

major

along the province's rail lines, were sent to Banff, Jasper, Mount
Revelstoke, and Yoho national parks to build roads and other tourist facilities.
It was a bitter experience. Not only did the men resent their captivity-many
could not understand why they were being treated as traitors-but they
recoiled at the forced labour and resisted in whatever ways they could, even
risking being shot for attempting to escape. Release, if it could be called that,
came in 1916 when Canadian military commitments overseas translated into
a serious labour
shortage at home. Internees began to be paroled to various
communities

Canadian companies, including several that had dismissed immi
grant workers only two years earlier, on the understanding that they had to
accept their job placement and report regularly to the local police office. The

western

nightmare

may have been

would be forever scarred

by

over,

but the Canadian Ukrainian

community

its wartime treatment."

of the enemy alien question was only one example of how
attitudes towards non-British immigrants had hardened because of the war.

The

handling

Before 1914, it was confidently assumed in Saskatchewan that the assimila
tion and integration of foreigners would proceed apace. But any generosity
of spirit, any

patience with the newcomers as they adjusted to their adopted
home, eroded with the coming of the war. As one historian has aptly observed,
an

"angry atmosphere"

nowhere

more

and schools. In

had

come to

evident than in the

early

1913, Premier

dominate

public life.49 This tension was
emotionally charged issues of language
Scott, who also doubled

as

minister of
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Walter Scott
William

(right) and his successor,
Martin, who would take over as

premier in

1916. SASKATCHEWAN ARCHIVES

BOARD R-A12113

education, sought

to

end

an

ambiguity

in the

province's

school

act

by

re

quiring the religious minority ratepayers to support the separate school in
their district. It was a straightforward amendment, designed to deal with a
50

funding problem, but it provoked a vicious backlash from Reverend Murdoch
Mackinnon of Regina's Knox Presbyterian Church, Premier Scott's own min
ister. Mackinnon steadfastly maintained that any measure that strengthened
the financial status of separate schools was inherently bad and only served
to

increase the nefarious influence of the Roman Catholic Church in

Saskatchewan society. That influence, the preacher insisted, had to end if the
province was to become a bastion of British civilization; the alternative was a

backward, unprogressive people. 51
Mackinnon

was not

in Saskatchewan

comprehend,
ties, keeping

alone in

believing

in the

need for

Anglo-conformity

the time. Nativists like Mackinnon could

not
society
how
could
hold
appreciate,
immigrants
multiple loyal
at

let alone

their

and culture, while developing into
war fanned these
passions glowing
coming
below the surface of Saskatchewan society and ignited an all-out assault on

language, religion,

Canadian citizens." The
the

province's

of the

ethnic minorities. The attack

on

separate schools

soon

became

.-.'_

-

______"J
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language other than English in
educational
Saskatchewan schools. Under existing
regulations, French instruc
tion was allowed in the primary grades, while French or another language
other than English could also be used for an hour at the end of the school
attack

an

on

in any

provincially commissioned study of rural education,
tabled in the legislature in early 1918, more than three hundred schools in
immigrant districts used a language other than English for the better part of
the school day. Students, moreover, completed
only a few grades before

day.

But

according

to a

leaving school or never attended a full term because schools were regularly
closed. 53 These findings suggested that the province's schools were not ful
filling their Canadianization role, something that had become even more
important during

Tapping into

challenge,

the

called for

these

days

of war.

this

growing public anxiety over Saskatchewan's assimilation
provincial Conservative opposition, led by W B Willoughby,

an end to
foreign language or bilingual instruction in schools. So
did the influential Saskatchewan Grain Growers' Association
(SGGA), the
Saskatchewan Association of Rural Municipalities, and the ultra-Protestant
Orange Lodge. Several of the province's newspapers joined the chorus, such
as the
Regina Daily Post, which urged the Liberal government to bring about
English-only schools "by whatever means are found
and most

too

possible

"Th e

--------

Door Steadily Opens."

Grain Growers'

Guide, 21 September 1910
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discovered is that the campaign
for school reform was not just about educational standards. The use of
English alone in the province's schools was now seen as essential to the sur
minorities

vival of democracy, the

regrettably

empire, and the

nation. 55

language crusade presented a serious challenge to the governing
Liberals, especially since the party was so closely associated with the immi
grant community. But the ugly mood of the Anglo-Protestant majority could
be ignored only at the party's electoral expense; the war had made toleration
impossible and endangered diversity. It was also apparent that the quality of
immigrant education was far from satisfactory and that, at the very least,
fully qualified English-speaking teachers should be placed in schools in for
eign districts. The Saskatchewan government responded by first passing a
School Attendance Act in 1917, making attendance compulsory for children
between seven and fourteen. Late the following year, it took the next step and
amended the School Act to forbid the use of languages other than English as
of 1 May 1919. As a compromise, French could be used as a language of
instruction in grade one and taught as a subject of study for one hour only in
subsequent years. This concession prevented the resignation of Attorney
General Alphonse Turgeon, the French Catholic representative in the provin
cial cabinet. 56 But the government lost long-time agriculture minister W R.
Motherwell, who was not opposed to educating immigrants in English, but
questioned "the lionizing process of squeezing their mother tongue out of
them all at once."57 Reverend Mackinnon, now serving as a military chaplain
in Calgary, was even less pleased with the amendment, but for the opposite
reason. "French must go," he roared. "We do not want Quebec reproduced
in Saskatchewan. Let all enlightened citizens speak, write and wire until
The

French goes with Cerman.I'" He would have
to get his wish.

to

wait for

more

than

a

decade

would also bring about prohibition
and women's suffrage in Saskatchewan. But, like the treatment of ethnic
minorities, banning booze and giving women the vote did not suddenly
The emotions unleashed

appear

the reform

on

by

the

war

agenda when war was

declared. Protestant denomina

tions, women's groups, and other organizations had been actively pushing for
these kinds of reforms since the early twentieth century. The Great War now
made them achievable. Reverend

European
similar

conflict

terms.

Expeditionary

The

at

of

home
a new

as

of Saskatoon had called the

"Holy-War." Other religious and spiritual leaders used
implication was quite clear; the members of the Canadian
a

Force

saviours. 59 And

Haydon

were

a war

of

soldiers of Christ, and those who had fallen

righteousness required,

well. What also

helped

the reform

role for government in the

were

indeed demanded,

movement was

the

change
beginning

everyday lives of Canadians.

The

war
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The bar in the

Imperial Hotel, Langenburg.

necessitated

activist

state to ensure

and

that the

Governments

that had

Some

before the
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effectively.
previously been considered
of the first reform legislation in

efficiently
areas

an

I

country's military machine ran
longer reluctant to tread in

were no

out

of bounds.

Saskatchewan

was

actually passed

1908, the Scott government introduced the Children's
Protection Act, which provided for the care of neglected and dependent chil
dren.?" Five years later, in response to the arrival of moving pictures in the
In

war.

province, it appointed the first board of film
corrupting influence of the new medium."
these years, the "banish the bar"

though drinking

was

Because the first

wave

a

activity.

near

districts in

particularly persistent
during the

Regina
capital.

Canada

a

few hours inside

encouraged

Saskatoon, which

was over

a

bottle. The

preponder

the establishment of brothels,

One of the

most

notorious

red-light

River Street in Moose Jaw, which also served

clientele because of the
Even

settlement boom

even

time.

a
consumption
popular
bachelors, away from home and family and

centres.

was

headway,
problem at the

of alcohol became

the

Lonesome

major railway

western

made little

movement,

of immigrants

friends, often sought escape for
ance of unattached men also

especially

But the

social

whelmingly single young men,
recreational

prevent the supposed
major reform thrust of

censors to

heavy mountie presence in the provincial
began its days as a temperance colony, was

I
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to the sins of the flesh. The first
prostitutes set up shop near the
that
the
Grand
Trunk
Pacific
Railway was building across the South
bridge
Saskatchewan River. Patrons were
apparently comforted by women of dif

not

immune

ferent races."
The first concerted effort

thereby

to

smash the booze-brothel

liquor traffic in the province, and
syndrome, began with the formation of the

end the

Social and Moral Reform Council of Saskatchewan in Regina in 1907. Just
as the elimination of
foreign languages was supposed to solve the problem of

prohibitionists believed that booze was at the root of most of
society's problems and that its elimination would work miracles. Within a
year, the council had successfully lobbied the provincial government to
introduce legislation that allowed communities and rural municipalities the
option of voting to go "dry." But when a delegation called on the premier to
introduce Saskatchewan-wide prohibition in 19II, Scott had no political
appetite for it, knowing full well that the measure did not have sufficient
public backing. Two years later, prohibition advocates reorganized them
rural schools,

broader, better-financed "Banish the Bar" movement, headed
by the province's leading religious and temperance leaders, known as the
Committee of One Hundred. The new association, however, encountered
selves under

a

only disappointment as the Scott government continued to refuse to lend its
legislative powers to smite the province's saloons."
The women's suffrage movement encountered similar problems before the
war. Unlike the
pitched battles in Great Britain, the United States, and even
neighbouring Manitoba, the struggle for voting rights for Saskatchewan
women was not a battle at all, but
"good-natured," even "unspectacular/'< At
the same time, it was no less frustrating for those involved. Women in the
province first began demanding the vote as the logical extension to their
prohibition work. Members of the Women's Christian Temperance Union
soon realized that
they could not bring about the changes in society that they
were
seeking until they exercised some electoral muscle. They genuinely
believed that women had a special contribution to make to public life, that
the hand that rocked the cradle, to paraphrase suffragist Nellie McClung,
should rule the world. This maternal feminism, as it has been called, was
matched by a pronounced call for equality rights. Single women resented
their

inability to apply for homesteads

because of archaic federal rules, while

the prospect of having no claim to the assets of
their farms, farms that they helped build alongside their husbands, because
of the lack of dower rights. Securing the vote was seen as the only way to
married

women

eliminate these

chafed

at

inequalities."

question of women's suffrage was first raised in the Saskatchewan
legislature in December 1912 by J. E. Bradshaw, the Conservative member
The
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for Prince Albert. Those who attended the debate

expected

a
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chauvinistic

of platitudes about the weaknesses of the fairer

sex, but except for one
members
of
the
both
sides
of
voice,
dissenting
legislature warmly supported
the idea in principle. Government members insisted, though, that woman's

parade

suffrage

premature. "The

vote is undeniably hers," observed a sancti
does she want it?"66 This official line-that
"but
Motherwell,
would secure the franchise once they had demonstrated that they
was

monious W R.
women

wanted it-led

to

one

of the

most

memorable

political

cartoons

in

Saskatchewan

history: Premier Scott imploring a woman, on her haunches
dog, speak. It was also a brilliant, perhaps disingenuous strategy. The
Scott government never specified how women were to prove that they wanted
the vote, nor did it say exactly how much support was needed to give them
the keys to the legislature. The premier could and did delay action on the
question with impunity on the pretext that women had not shown enough
like

to

a

interest. Not

even

the wholehearted support of the powerful SGGA, which
vote could strengthen the agrarian voice, made

realized that the farm women's
67
any difference.

government's position on both prohibi
tion and women's suffrage untenable. Temperance advocates now drew on
the rhetoric of the war to argue that the production of alcohol was not only
a waste of resources, but that its
consumption impaired the fighting ability of
Canada's soldiers. They even suggested that bars were "meeting places for our
Empire's enemies and breeding places for sedition."681his equation of prohi
bition with patriotism quickly wore down the Scott government's resistance
and in March 1915, just eight months into the war, the premier announced
during a speech at Oxbow that all drinking establishments in the province
would be closed 1 July for the duration of the war and replaced with govern
ment-run liquor stores. "To stand still any
longer," Scott confessed to a close
this
"meant
suicide
for
friend,
government."69
The dispensary system seemed a reasonable solution to the evils associated
with the bar and was widely applauded. But no sooner had government
stores opened in Saskatchewan than both Alberta and Manitoba moved to
total prohibition. These developments placed the province at the rear of the
prairie reform movement and effectively forced the Saskatchewan govern
The

ment,

hold

war

made the Saskatchewan

if it wanted

to

retain its

progressive administration, to
December 1916. Temperance supporters

reputation

as a

prohibition referendum in
vote a loyalty test-with the expected results. A whopping 80 per
cent, four of every five respondents, voted to shut down the new government
dispensaries. "As the war against Germany became longer and more bitter,"
a

made the

one

historian has noted, "the war against booze enlisted more and more
Unfortunately, the referendum further strained relations with the

recruits."?"
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The Scott government insisted that

women

demonstrated that they wanted it.

would

secure

the vote once

they had
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province's ethnic minorities, including the French-Catholic community, who
were made to feel that a vote for
liquor was somehow a vote for the Kaiser.
Women enjoyed similar success in securing the provincial franchise that
same
year. The premier's 1912 challenge that women had to prove they wanted
the vote led to the sending of hundreds of letters and petitions, mostly from
rural areas, to the Saskatchewan legislature. But when Scott was pressed on
the matter in early 1914, he lamely responded that the government had no
mandate from the people "to bring about so radical a change.'?' Women
redoubled their efforts once war broke out. They rightly pointed to the many
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roles

they

were

performing

to

backstop

the Canadian

war

effort,
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including

husbands, and brothers to the front. They also
sending
questioned why the foreigner enjoyed the vote while they struggled and sac
rificed to help build the province without any formal say in government and
the laws that affected them. Representatives from various feminist organiza
the

of their

tions, meanwhile,

sons,

came

together

in

Regina

in

February

Equal Franchise Board of Saskatchewan,
dinate and broaden the suffrage campaign.
Provincial

a

1915

to

form the

central agency

to coor

These efforts, including the sending of a delegation to ask for the franchise
"not as a favour but because it is just,"?' again failed to sway the premier. But
when Scott learned in late 1915 that Manitoba intended to give women the
vote early in the new year, the
provincial government scrambled to ensure
that Saskatchewan followed suit. The bill
on

Valentine's

Day,

Before the

to

revise the

made Saskatchewan the second
of the

franchise, introduced

province

to

adopt female

the premier lectured

women
approval
suffrage.
legislation,
watching from the legislature gallery that "government is a serious business
keep in mind the supreme importance of these responsibilities."?' But as
his own behaviour sadly demonstrated, he moved on the issue only because
further delay would have hurt the provincial government and, more impor
tantly, the fortunes of the provincial Liberal party. Far from being about
noble principles like equality, it was political opportunism at its worst.?"
Saskatchewan women first voted in the prohibition referendum in
December 1916 and hoped to usher in a new day on the road to a better
world. Three years later, history was made again when Sarah Ramsland, a
thirty-seven-year-old mother of three, became the first woman to sit in the
Saskatchewan legislature when she won a by-election to replace her deceased
husband, the former Liberal member for Pelly. "If for one moment," she
personally assured her parents after her election, "I thought I could not be
the same lady I had always tried to be I would never have entered politics.
And I am sure my own good judgment will be used in every instance
my
"75 Ramsland's
ideals
and
even
vote
can never be
higher
bought.
high hopes
were reflective of the Great War years in Saskatchewan when the province's
citizens fought at home and abroad in the name of democracy. There was
never any doubt about the
righteousness of the struggle or the sanctity of
participation. If there was any criticism, it was the need to fight harder, make
greater sacrifices, if Canada was going to help win this war to end all wars and
take its place among the leading nations of the world. That time seemed to
...

...

...

...

have arrived in the fall of 1917 when the Borden Conservatives in Ottawa
called for the formation of a coalition government and the introduction of

conscription for overseas service. Saskatchewan would rally to this
ironically it would only further divide the province."

cause,

but

